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I h.IHOCI- In this paper we present the possibilities of 
mplementin~ evolution algor·ithm on a mobile platform. To 
nsped such possibilities we have cr·cated a Pac-man like mobile 

game that is implcmcntNI together· with evolutionary 
progntmming. Here the intCI'est docs not only lie on pcr·forming 
the evolution algorithm on the mobile platform but also to 
examine the possibilities in imp\emcnting interactive evolution 
and create outputs that arc based on the user p•·cfen·•tt.·es via 
rt.'actin- fccdhad.s, thereby creatinj! a game design thai is based 
upon the users' JH·efcrerH·es. By cxplidtly examining the 
intentctivc evolution algor·ithm on a new h.'sting platfonll, \H 

have successfully created game rult.'S thltt arc based on the users' 
pla~·ing prcft.~•·enccs. 

Keywords-component; mobile pla~f'orm ... ·4.ndroid, EFolutirnuu:r 
Programming (EP), game design. Interactive Evolution Algorithm 
(lEA) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The usage of Smartphones is increasing rapidly and is 
l:\l'ectccl to be the ma_iority ol· phones used in U.S by 20 I I r 1-1. 
Smartphoncs can provide a lot ot' l'unctionality and yet 
st<.llistics hme shown that more time \\ere spent on mobile 
gaming. thus it shm,·s that the mobile g~1111ing industry has 
been increasing tremendously in recent years 121. iPhone 
operating systems (iOS) has been a ma_ior player in the 
Smartphone industry but the surge or Android \\'ith its open 
i'eatures might enable it to overtake the iOS as the ma_jor 
leading operating systems for Smartphonc in 2011 1'31. This 
has opt:ncd un opportunity for w; to m.:plon:.• the JXEisibility to 
introduce l~:volutionar) Algorithms (F:/\s) to the mobile 
platform. 

E::volutionary i\lgorithms (E/\s) are a cl::tss of algorithms 
inspired from n~1tural evolution that is used to help in solving 

hard computational problems. There arc di llerent classes or 
E.L\s like Genetic Algorithms (GA). Evolution Strategies (ES). 
F\·olution Programming (FP). and Genetic Programming 
(GP). They dil'ler from each other but operating on the same 
concepts and component or evolution such as populations. 
generations. and genetic operators. Interactive Lvolutiotl (I L) 
is a hr·anch of LA as well. but in IL human decision is used to 
replace the normal Et\ i'itness function [4]. Interactive 

[vDiutitlll Algorithm has been used in graphic art l5l music 
[6]. and games 1_71. 

In this paper. we created a Pac-man-like game in the 
t\nclroicl operating system platform. EP is used for this 
research and ''e intend to test the combination or lEA together 
with F:P in a mobile platform environment that has yet to be 
dune in any study. 

The urgani;ation of this paper is as folio\\. Section II 
presents the methods l'or this study. a detailed discussion on 
the development ul· the game. I L/\ and LP. Next section 
describes the experiment setup. Section IV discusses the 
experimental results. Conclusions a.nd future works arc given 
in the last section. 

II. fVILTllODS 

Recently, several allempts have been made to create 
automatic content gener<.ttions in games. \A/ith some \\'Ork 

ranging from creating automatic platform game that generates 
it l)\.vns platform levels that are similar to the l'~unous Mario 
game pq. \\·hilc some studies have been implemented the 
autommic content generation in RTS to generate a competitive 
maps 110]. Togelius and Schmiclhuber have recently created a 
Pac-man game- I ike that has no rules li:xed to the game. The 
rules or the game were a part of the automatic genermion 
content 191. Based on this idea. we have created our own test
bed tu examine our theory on mobile platl'orm 

:1. Gome 

A game is created in Android platform that iit in a i IVGA 
mobile display. The dimension of the game is 4:10 x :120 
pi\els. The g~1mc content consists of the i'ollowing: 

• Red rounded elements 

• Blue rounded elements 

• \'ell ow rounded elements 

• Circen rounded elements 

• Cyan rounded elements 

• 30 x JO pixels white square 

White border has been place in the game and serve as a 
container in the game. 40 \Vhite square is place in the game as 
walls that \viii restrict the elements movement. Yellow 
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elements \Ni II act as an element for human players. Others 
elements movement is shown below: 

, o Reel and Blue static 

• CJreen has horizontal movement only 

• Cyan has vertical movement only 

• Yellow (human player) can move in any directions 

The position of YeiiO\v elements is lixed in the middle or the 
screen. Other color elements position will be randomly place. 
Fig I. shows the wall position and elements position in the 
screen. 
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Figure I. Cictm,· dements and ,,.,Ills po:;ititm. 

The ''all position will be li\(~d !'or this research. There are 
two important components ror the game \rhich is the collision 
elrect or each clement and the score lC>r each cullision that 

happens. Table I shows the possible collision e!Tect between 
clements. 

!ABLE I. COLLISION EFfECT 

C I: collision effect belvveen Yellow and Red element 
C2: collision effect between Yellow and Blue element 
C3: collision efl"ect between Yellow and Green element 
C4: collision elfect between Yellow· and Cyan element 
C5: collision efl'ect bet\·Veen Green and Red element 
C6: coli is ion effect between Cyan and Red clement 
C7: collision effect between Green and Blue element 
C8: collision effect between Cyan and Blue element 
C9: collision effect between Green and Cyan clement 

Possible Effect: 
o =No I::: fleet 
1= Death (deleting the collided elements) 
2= Tclcports (elements back to its original position) 

Due to the static movement or red and blue rounded elements 
the collision between red and blue elements is taken oiT. 

IAI3LJ:: II. SCORE I:::FFI'CT 
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13. Frolutionm:v .1/goritllln 

r-:, olutionary programming is <tpplicd in the study. The 
collision and score elrects arc used as the representation l(x 
the chromosomes. The numbers uf possible clements tiJr each 
color are ranged rrom 1 to 5 which mean there are at least 1 

el-ement 1\.>i' each c_·ulor and. Jrla.\imL.Jlll 5 elelllenls for each. 
culm. These \Viii be included as representation as well one 

more representation that '"iII be used as representation is the 
\\inning score and losing score both range from I to ma.\imum 
number ur available elements present in current game. The 
size of the populations is ~l +/c. l3y using p +) .• populations it 
helps to decrease human fatigue during evaluation [ 4]. Below 
is the procedure of this 

1.0 Start 

:2.0 Random initiali/.t parent with the phenotype value for 
chromosome 0 to 17 is (0-2) while chromosome 18 to 21 
\\·ill be (0-5) and the last t\·VO 22 and 23 the range 0!' 
phenotype value is (0 to ma.\ number of clements). An 

example of chromosome encoding as shown belo\v. 
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rc 1 I C2 I cCTOf-rc:S[C6"Tc7-p=:g--[c;9-] 
'·.Chromosome values from 0 to 8. encoding for collision 

effect 

lsl ___ [s2-Ts3TS4--J-~ss-J·--s·c;-T·s·7·---r~~8---,-~s9--l 
Chromosome values J!·om 9 to 17. encoding for score 
effect 

,-R·--Df-rc=rc---~w--JT~ 

Chromosome values from 18 to 2 I arc the encoding for 
the 11Ulllber o!' elementS or red. blue. green and C) an. 
\Vhile chromosome value 22 to 23 is the \\inning ~111Li 

losing score for the game. 

3.0 Load Parent into game and evaluate 
4.0 Create ollspring from parents 
5.0 I .oacl oiTspring into game and evaluate 
6.0 Compare parent and offspring il. offspring score better 

then parent. offspring wi II be parent !'or next generations 
7.0 Step 3.0 to 6.0 \\ill be repeated fix 20 rounds of game . 

• ) C lntemctin! ~~-rolution .-1/gorithm 

.) 

Reacti\c and proactive interactions t~rc t \\O eli llcrent 

branch \.)r \Li\. Reactive feedback is the algorithm that ''ill 
request a feedback from user or the users can optionally 
intervene the autonomously running algorithlll r II]. \Vhile 
proactive l"cedback. user can pause an algorithm that arc in 

stagnation stage. alter some of the parameters and allm' it to 
continue on it process 11 IJ. 

·rhc I[/\ that we have ust~d in this paper is the reactive 

kcdback method 1111. Aller a human player has completed a 
single gnme generations. user is required to assign a score to 
game. The SCl)rc \-alue range from 0 -· 5 [4] (0- not satisfied 
\\ith the current rules. 5 - likes the rules and would like to 
keep them) 

Ill. EXPERiivll·:NT SETliP 

The experiment has been conducted with the help of 21 
sl uclents gathered from a faculty. Each student is briel" on how 

th~ ~i:1!11c:i wml< nnd m~.:thod llf playing_ lh~: g;mw hdi·m-~ h;t.nd 
w eliminate confusion during game rlay th<.lt might affect the 
result obtains. Students need to go through the follo\\'ing steps 
in order to complete the whole run. 

1.0 Start 

2.0 /\games rules is loaded into the game environment 
3.0 Student played the game according to the current rules 

generated 

3.1 Games end either the player \Vin or lose. In a 
case where the game cannot be ended 
(\vinning or losing score cannot be achieved) 
users can tcrmin<ttcd the game. 

3.2 Users assign score for current games rules 

3.3 Next game rules generated and loaded into the 
game 

4.0 Step 3.0 to 3.3 will be repeated for 20 rounds or games. 

Which mean each student will have to play 20 

rounds of game since the number of generations 
has been set to 20. 

Mutation rate is set at 0. I for this experiment. ~t + ).._ 
population size allows us to only choose the best offspring that 
score better compare to the current parent to be seeded as 
parent for next generations. This experiment has been 
conducted in a mobile simulator that allows us to access the 
same em ironment or a mobile device 1-lVG/\ (320x4XO. 
medium density. normal screen) Fig 2 shows the screen shots 
or the simulator used. 
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1-igur~ 2 Android si111ulator scrccnshol. 

Table Ill shmvs the summary oi" the experiment setup that has 
been used for this paper. 

l/\13Ll~ Ill EXI'UZii\·1LNT SUivli\1.-\RILS 

------·-----------· --~-----·--------------- --1 

Populations Size ! ~t + ), 
No. or generations . i .. 20 ______ ~-~~-~~i~~~~~i~~~~=~==~=-c~=~=~~-- o. i=-~-=--=-=1 
Sdxtions method __ ! Survi_~?.': Selectior:____ __ I' 

____ !~~-~~~~~~~l_ti_J_~ ______ _L _________ _Q-=-~-------
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IV. RESULTS 

The results that we obtain from 21 users are shown in Table 
[ V. 'the highest. lowest and average score of each runs is 
calculated. /\bout 57<Vc) of users have given a rating ol· 5 at 

least once in the 20 generations. 19<Vo or user gave the highest 
rating of 4. ,,vhile 14<% of users gave 3 as the highest rating. 

There are only 4% or user each that gave a rating or 2 and I. 
The highest average rating given in the 21 students group is 

4.619. 

TABLE IV. Rl!NS RESULTS 
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II 
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Figure 3 Result gnqJh 

Figure 3 shovvs the result in graph i'orm. the average score 

shown in the graph reflects that almost 71 % u!' the average 

score lies between 2 and 3 region. We can conclude that most 

ol' the rules generated were in a satisl'actory range 1\x most or 

the players. Only ! out or 21 runs that obtain rating I which 

we consider as bad rules games generated throughout the 20 

generations. 
During the experiment. one or the observations that we 

obtain is thut if the initialization of parent is in the bad region, 
the following offspring will not get any better. We postulate 
that it is one of the problems that arise when ~t +).,_is used. 

Human error will occur although not often but there are 
still possibilities of this event happen. This could affect the 
result obtain thus. user should be brief on what should and 
should not be clone to minimize such error from happening. 

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 is an exan1ple Dt' rules generated that obtain 

rating 5. Fig. 6 is an example l'or rules generated that obtain a 

rating 4. Fig. 7 shows rules generated that obtain rating 3 . 
while 1-'ig. ~and 9 is rules generated that attained a rating of 2 
and I. 
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During the experiment process. one ol' the observations that 
\\C obtain is that il' the initiali/ation of' parent is in the bad 
region. the l'uiiO\ving offspring \\'ill lll)t get any better. We 
ligure that it is one ot' till' problem arise when ~L + ), is used . 

Human error will occur although not oltcn but there are still 
possibilities of this event happen. This could aiTect the result 
obtain thus. user shlluld be brier on \\hal should and slwuld 
not be done to minimi;.e such CITOI' from happening 

V. CONCI.USION FUTURF vVORK 

lmplcmentution of !LA in mobile platform games is 
introduced in this research. ·rhe proposed algorithms were 
tested by users and the experimental results proved that 
imlilementmiun of FA into nwbile platrorm can be clone 

suceesst'ully. 
From the results that we obtained. ruture work should be 

done on l'inc!ing a suitable pupulation si;.e that !its in with lEA 
taking considerations on the hun1an 1~\ligue. large populations 
si/c would probably exhausted users ami might cause_ more 
errors to happen. 'vVhile population si;c being too small will 
allect the generated rules becoming stuck in local optimal. 
using larger and more optimum population sizes rnay aid in 
g(.?tting bl.:ttcr results. 

Altering the mutation rate and conducting a set or 
experiment on different ranges of mutation rat~:s can be 
considered for future work as this might provide more insights 
into generating more 1~1vorable results. There is one more area 
that we need to luok into !'or future work. and that is 
combining the reactive ~mel proacti\e !'ecdback that can enable 
users to either halt a process, change the panm1eter that he or 
she !'eels possible or the user can just give a rating at the end 

or the game. 
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